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Warm Weather, Cold Wars, and Hot Gaming 
by Russ Lockwood 

 

 We've had ice, snow, cold, and rain for previous 

shows, but Cold Wars 2019 was the first one in recent 

memory to feature sunny weather with temperatures above 

70 degrees (that's 21 degrees Celsius for all you 

International System of Units fans). Not that I'm 

complaining, because I got in some great gaming, 

entertaining chatting, and a little sweatin' to the oldies in the 

walk between Host and dealer hall. 

 
Dealers' Hall at 4:14pm Thursday. Setting up for Friday opening. 

 

Thursday  
 

 I wandered around for a look at some of the early games followed by a little chatting with friends and 

acquaintances. I then moseyed down to the Dealers' Hall (ex-Tennis Barn) for a quick hello amongst the variety of 

dealers as they set up for the weekend. 

 Then it was back to the main building for more walkabout.  

 

La Art de la Guerre 
 

 Cold Wars is tournament time for a variety of 

rules, and La Art de la Guerre is no exception. I sat down 

and watched a friendly tune-up game of doubles between 

the Camel Corps (Dennis and Allen) and Mongolians 

(Walt and Don). As you have read in the past, I give 

Dennis a tune-up game or two before shows, but it's 

pretty obvious these guys play at a level or two above me. 

It's like the difference between pros and college ball, or in 

my case, pros and little league.  

 
Dennis (left) and Allen at start with their camel corps facing off 

against Mongolians. 

 



After a die roll or eight of 

laying out the terrain, with associated 

adjustments, the Mongolians tried an 

end run, but the middle horses, heavy 

cavalry they may be, were no match for 

the arrow storm and camel charge. It's 

interesting to watch the dance as the 

Mongolians tried to shift here and there, 

endeavoring to tweak out an advantage, 

but in the end failing. 

 
Mid game. L to r: Dennis, Allen, Walt, and Don. 

 

 By now, it was dinner time. 

Sadly, the days of the pig roast 

(although I was partial to the fried chicken) are long gone, so it was down the street to Red Robin for a burger and 

a brew.  

 

Thursday Evening Gaming 
 

 Back at the hotel, evening 

gaming was going on in various parts of 

the hotel. Being still early in the 

convention, the Lampeter was fairly 

empty.  

 
Lampeter at 8:12pm on Thursday. Epic in 

foreground. 

 

I watched an Epic 40K game for 

a bit. We game with 'obsolete' version 

2.0 because we like the differentiation 

between individual vehicles and stands, 

but these fellas game with a version that may or may not be 

NetEpic. I liked the look of the line of bunkers held by the 

Marines.  

 I don't know who won, but units fried, blast markers 

plopped down, and the Squats lost a few more pieces than the 

Marines while I chatted. 

 
Marines man the bunkers. 

 

DiceMasters 
 

 Dan had been on a nostalgia streak of pairing DiceMasters dice with 

old 1970s/80s Dungeons & Dragons modules. I wasn't exactly sure what he 

meant, so we headed to the Lampeter with DiceMasters modules in hand. 

 
Dan sets up DiceMasters. The four cards flanking the playmat are my adventurers. Monsters to 

the left of the playmat. Spells in center. 

 

 I had covered DiceMasters (and original Quarriors) in my May 2018 

AAR. Basically, characters are dice, your party is a collection of dice, and to 

win you either deal out a collective 20 damage (well, dissuasion) points or 

collect 20 adventuring points. Unlike real D&D, no adventurer or monster ever 

dies -- it just goes to sleep for a half turn and comes right on back. I don't agree 



with this politically correct concept of nap time -- imagine Gimli and Legolas counting up slumbering orcs instead 

of slain ones -- but that's how it's done. 

 In Dan's version, you play separate adventurers and monsters, so your monsters attack your opponent's 

adventurers and your adventurers attack your opponent's monsters. That makes more sense than piling everything 

together ala the original. It also has echoes of a Lord of the Rings card game from 2007 (the name escapes me) 

whereby equipping your adventuring party gave your opponent points to recruit orcs, goblins, etc.  

 Anyway, Dan paired up monsters in the original D&D modules with various DiceMasters monster dice. 

We picked adventurers at random and away we went. Dan's version is still DiceMasters, which means you have to 

pay attention to card effects -- which we often failed to implement until we remembered half way through the 

game. 

 As I don't have the original D&D modules loaded into brain RAM, I have no idea how the DiceMasters 

version compares with playing a module other than to say tossing dice takes about 1/100th of the time of 

dungeoncrawling -- apples and oranges 

though they may be. DiceMasters is 

entertaining enough, especially trying to 

figure out the gimmicks of each die. Dan 

took the win in the close game. 

 
Dennis (left) tries out DiceMasters. 

 

Three-Sided DiceMasters 
 

 Dennis happened by and we set 

up a three-player game. Multi-player 

versions work the same as two-player 

games, except your adventurers attack 

the player to your left and the monsters 

attack the player to your right. As 

Dennis noted, it often required different 

strategies against different players due to 

each player's unique array of dice. Dan 

took the win in this one, too.  

 In my head, I thought we would 

crawl from one room to another and 

substitute DiceMasters dice for regular 

D&D 20-sided combat. I was wrong, but that might be worth trying, too. 

 

Friday Morning WWII: IABSM 
 

 I was looking for a 10am game and wandered down to the Event Desk outside the 

Distelfink to find something I never gamed (lots) and what was available (not as lots). I 

settled on a hedgerow-filled, 15mm WWII skirmishy game of I Ain't Been Shot Mum 

(IABSM) hosted by Tom.  

 Tom placed me, Mark, and Robert on the American side and Simon and Howard 

on the German side. The battle was Hauts-Vents, which is French for "Home of the 275th 

Infantry Division Battlegroup Heintz Schnapps Schnorters Club." Yeah, it does sound 

better in French. Maybe not. 

 

OOBs 
 

 Heintz had a reduced company lurking among the houses and hedgerows -- two infantry platoons of three 

squads each, a HQ squad, two MG teams, a 75mm AT Gun, one Forward Observer for off-board artillery, and a 

half-track mounting a 20mm AA gun and pulling an ammo trailer. Quite rightly, all were hidden with some sort of 

vague special circumstance for spotting. Don't ask me, I just landed at Omaha. 



 We all-American 3rd Armored Division fellas hailed from 

Combat Command B, as in, it's a beautiful day for butchering 

boche. I was assigned the Armored Infantry platoon of three 

squads and three halftracks. I believe Mark had the three Sherman 

tanks and the HQ squad while Robert had the M8 Greyhound, MG 

squad, and Mortar. 

 Of note, each side rolled for a random addition: The 

Germans received a Sniper while the Americans received a FO and 

artillery support. 

 
Simon (left) and Howard plan the German defense in hedgerow happy Normandy. 

Objective House 2 is house beyond nearest house on right side of photo. 

 

Objective: House 1 
 

 We played lengthwise along the 4 foot by 10 foot table. Us 

Americans had a choice. We could all come in on the NE corner, 

or, the Armored Infantry platoon could enter on the NW corner 

while the rest entered on the NE corner. 

 The goal was to capture one of two houses about midway 

up the road and the houses were closer to the western edge than the 

eastern edge. I pointed out that entering in one corner would like 

result in a prime traffic jam, so I entered on the NW. We could 

also squeeze the closest houses from two sides if the Germans used 

a forward deployment. 

 

A Bit About the Rules 
 

 IABSM uses a deck of cards, one per 

unit, to activate units for movement and 

firing. At the start, all units are hidden. If 

they move on the board, they use 'blinds' -- 

essentially templates that define an area 

containing some unit. The deck includes 

cards such as 'move all blinds,' 'command' 

(two of them lets you activate a blind), and 

'rally.'  

 
Robert (left) and Mark advance on far side of board. 

My infantry and halftracks (the US flag ‘blinds’) 

advance from left side of the table. No Germans were 

in the houses between us. Objective House 1 is at 

bottom middle of photo. Objective House 2 is at 

bottom right corner of photo. 

 

 Each unit remains hidden until 

spotted (open fire, get close, or usually a 9 

or more spotting roll on 2d6), at which point 

the blind template is removed, the unit 

placed on board, and the appropriate card 

inserted into the common deck. 

 Each blind gets four dice and each revealed unit gets three dice to do something. For example, one die is 

used to roll 1d6 inches worth of movement or 1d6 of infantry firepower (vehicle guns get 3d6 of firepower per 

die).  

 In our game, I tended to use all the dice for movement or firing. Note that it took one die to enter a 

hedgerow and one die to leave a hedgerow, so movement across Normandy is appropriately slow. Also, firepower 



points add together, so while 1d6 gets you one to six firepower points, 

3d6 gets you up to 18 and deals out some real damage. You could also 

dice for overwatch firepower. 

 Note that firepower goes through a filter. The number you roll 

garners a certain number of hits, which causes the target to roll a number 

of d6s equal to the hits -- 1,2 is no effect, 3,4 puts one point of shock (die 

modifier) on a unit, and 5,6 removes one figure.  

 
Aerial view of hedgerow country circa 1944. 
 

The Plan 
 

 Sgt Lock, the big man of the platoon, 

surveyed the hedgerows. The halftracks had but one 

spot to enter, for they could not bulldoze through the 

tangled mass of flora like tanks. They would form 

the leading line as well as provide spotting and 

firepower. The sergeant had a sneaking suspicion 

that the lone hedgerow between entry and objective 

house 1 would be filled with Germans. 

 
Ground view of hedgerow country circa 1944. 

 

 The infantry would infiltrate the hedgerow 

behind, with the third squad ready to drench the 

initial house with lead should any Germans be posted so far forward. The rest of US Task Force Xavier would 

attack the buildings from the opposite side. 

 If defended, the FO would set up and rain down artillery on the hedgerow. Then the infantry would push 

through and into objective house 1, likely also garrisoned. 

 Firepower heavy and infantry poor, the Shermans and other troops would push up the other side of the 

roads, likely flushing out more Germans as the good guys curled around to take objective house 2. 

 

The Advance 
 

 No Germans lodged in the forward house between our two forces. Amazingly, I also spotted no Germans 

in the lone hedgerow between me and objective house 1. I sent my trio of halftracks towards the road through a 

gap. Alas, the German FO called down artillery and the middle vehicle vanished in an explosion, blocking the 

gap. I edged the leading halftrack down the road just round the bend to see the farther objective house 2 and sent 

the blocked halftrack back around the hedgerows to get back to the road -- it was essentially out of the game since 

it took so long to do the end around. 

 I found Germans in objective house 1 and 

immediately opened fire with two squads. The 

Germans took losses, but remained in place, returning 

fire. That's when the 20mm AA, hidden in the far 

hedgerow beyond the house, opened fire on second 

squad. I took a loss, but maintained position. 

 
First squad in bottom hedgerow finds Germans in Objective House 

1 (figures placed outside, but they were garrisoning the house 

inside). Second squad ‘blind’ (US flag) moves into position to open 

fire next turn. The AA guntruck is off photo at top. 

 



 My halftrack attempted to 

spot objective house 2 and rolled 

boxcars (12 on 2d6). In the top 

window, I saw a German officer with 

binoculars looking at me as I looked 

at him. His card pulled first, so he 

had an opportunity to leave the 

house, but he stayed, calling in 

artillery fire. My halftrack survived 

and the MG peppered the top floor, 

killing the FO. That was the end of 

German artillery. 

 
All three squads open fire on objective house 

1, killing half of the Germans inside (four left 

of original eight in photo). Next turn, all but 

one would perish, allowing first squad to 

capture the house. The 3 on the d6 indicates 3 

shock on German defenders. The red cap 

indicates the 20mm AA guntruck did some 

damage. 

 

 Third squad finally arrived in 

the hedgerow and added to the 

firepower on objective house 1. Only one German remained alive and he fled. I pulled second squad from the 

hedgerow and ran them towards the 20mm AA guntruck, although out of sight in an adjacent field. I had a 

bazooka and was determined to try one out and knock out that vehicle.  

 That truck had been a little too accurate. Sure, I had fired on it once with rifle fire, but only knocked off 

one of the crew, leaving its firepower unaffected. The truck (it was actually an unarmored halftrack), retreated 

now that objective house 1 was lost. 

 

U-Turn 
 

 A German sniper pinned third 

squad for a bit, until I was able to move 

before the sniper shot again. I moved 

the squad towards objective house 2, 

only to discover the house was full of 

Germans. I saw no blind move in. And 

they couldn't have been in there as I had 

rolled a spotting 12.  

 
German sniper. 

 

 Ah, 'tis but a heat of battle 

oversight by the umpire, who didn't realize I had put my halftrack around the bend so I could see the whole house. 

Although I was ready to take my lumps, Simon and Howard suggested I take back the suicidal move. When Tom 

heavily hinted to take them up on their offer, I agreed. Obviously, third squad broke from the hedgerow on one 

die, spotted Germans with another die, and dove back into the hedgerow on their third and last die. That's the 

official story and I'm sticking with it. 

 Meanwhile, that damnable 20mm AA emerged from behind a hedgerow and fired down the road at my 

halftrack. Amazingly, I emerged from the first shot without a scratch. Tom had mentioned that it was possible to 

retreat, but I did not roll the right number and was subjected to another fusillade of 20mm shots. Once again, I 

was lucky to remain relatively intact -- the second fusillade bent my MG barrel into a pretzel. Once again, I was 

unable to roll the 'run for your lives' roll.  

 



The Other Americans 
 

 Now, if you think 

I was carrying on the fight 

alone, guess again. With 

the roads blocked by 

mines and wire, the 

Shermans performed the 

time-consuming ritual of 

plowing a hole through 

the hedgerows. It was 

actually the company 

captain who spotted the 

German MG line dug into 

a hedgerow, but he paid 

for it with his life. 

 
Shermans break through bocage 

and hose German MGs and 

squad in upper hedgerow. US 

HQ squad hides behind 

hedgerow, but MG squad took 

heavy damage in trading of 

shots with German MG teams. 

German 20mm AA guntruck at 

right behind objective house 2, ready to pop out and shoot up my halftrack. Yellow pawn indicated pinned. Red poker ship indicates sniper. 

 

 The Shermans arrived with the MG squad and a supporting M8. In the trading of fire, the M8, firing 'bee 

hive' rounds, and the Shermans, firing HE, managed to blow the Germans out of the hedgerow while the Germans 

decimated the US MG squad. 

 Strangely, our FO never got into a spot where he could start the process of calling in artillery. My theory 

was fixate on objective house 2, call in 105s, and flatten the thing. Nope. What about the mortars? Something, 

anything, to put some fire on those krauts? Nope. He never did get into position to call in the good stuff. 

 

End of the Game 
 

 I had stuck first squad inside objective house 1. Third squad was in the hedgerow opposite objective 

house 2, but going nowhere until the Shermans worked their way to tackle the house with firepower. Second 

squad occupied the far hedgerow where that 20mm AA guntruck had been to slow down the German 

counterattack that formed on the next hedgerow further on.  

 One quirk of the rules is the that the card deck doubles in size as units are revealed on the table, which 

means the turns get longer and longer as you wait for your card pull. My notes say seven turns in total in a little 

over three hours (not including 45 minutes for set up and rules explanation). As with any other rules, familiarity 

would decrease turn time.  

 Mind you, it didn't seem like three hours passed, which meant the game captured our attention quite well. 

But it was just getting interesting as the Germans had formed up a platoon for the counterattack on objective 

house 1 as the US tanks and command squad, with some help from third squad, prepared to blast their way into 

objective house 2. 

 Both sides suffered losses. The Germans lost one infantry squad, both MG teams, and the FO, plus 

another infantry squad damaged and running for the hills.  

 The Americans lost the Captain, the MG squad, and one halftrack (two if you count the bent barrel 

halftrack). One of my squads lost a man from the 10. It could have been bloodier for the US infantry as the 20mm 

AA only fired a three-dice burst once instead of three times (each vehicle die allows a three-dice burst), but Tom 

corrected that later and the guntruck went on to bend a MG barrel. 

 The US had a victory by taking one of the objective houses. It proved a good-looking and entertaining 

game among worthy commanders. 



 

A Little Shopping 
 

 After helping to clean up a 

tad, I headed to the Dealers' Hall for 

some shopping. Per usual, it was a 

cornucopia of goodies packed into 

two bags. The swag bag came in 

handy for holding purchases. 

 A little chatting, a little 

shopping, and a little browsing 

consumed the time. Time for dinner. 

 
Distlefink at 10:38am Friday morning. 

 

HMGS Membership 

Meeting 
 

 This being Friday night, I attended the always informative HMGS membership meeting. OK, that's an 

overstatement, but you never know what you're going to learn. As before, I scribbled notes as fast as I could, so 

any errors, spelling or otherwise, are mine. 

 I counted 23 members, which was enough for a quorum, and the vote to accept previous meeting minutes 

passed 22-0 with one abstention. 

 Elections are coming up for four seats on the seven-member board. Nominees were: Tim Broome, John 

Spiess, Dave Waxtell, Chris Bennett, Dave Enteness, Doug Kline, Todd Pressley, James Stanton, and Jared 

Fishman. Ed Miller was also nominated, but cannot serve because he is on the Election Committee. Whether these 

folks know they are nominated or not is another question, for many were not in the room. They have to tell the 

Election Committee they want to serve and pass a background check. 

 Background check? Apparently, you can be disqualified if it turns up a significant issue. The previous 

background company, AICR, had closed, so HMGS will use a new company, EBI. The Election Committee 

planned to use the same electronic voting method as before. 

 

Treasury 
 

 HMGS finances are still in good shape. The official written report is on the web site. The verbal report 

using rounded numbers noted that in 2018, income was $310,000 and expenses were $277,000. Overall, that's 

$10,000 more revenues in 2018 than 2017. Membership dues held steady at $42,600. 

 Cold Wars 2018: $77,000 in revenue and $59,000 in expenses for close to $18,000 in profit (up from 

$2,600 profit in 2017). That's partly due to reduced expenses for printing, T-shirt, and publicity. 

 Historicon 2018: $119,000 in revenue and $86,000 in expenses for about $32,000 in profits (up from 

$2,965 profit in 2017). 

 Fall In 2018: $69,000 in revenue and $57,000 in expenses for about $12,000 in profits (didn't say 2017 

numbers). 

 Bank Account: $382,000 (almost all in cash) left after $27,000 was paid out for initial 2019 convention 

expenses. 

 

Cold Wars 2019 
 

 A Facebook advertising campaign went to 300,000 people and is at least partially responsible for 77 new 

attendees. This number is about 4% more than something, but I missed the 4% of what. Perhaps total attendance? 

In addition, CW lured back 3% of gamers who had not attended CW in the last five years. Again, I'm not sure of 

3% of what. Sorry. The 'what' will probably be in the official minutes. 



 Some of the extra cash is being invested in what organizations call member services. The swag bag, water 

bottle, and hook thingee (?!) for convention goers and GMs is one part. GM swag bags contained dice, tape 

measure, and other items. 

 The Saturday afternoon beer and appetizer soiree in the dealer hall may be another, although that may 

have been paid for by the dealers. I am not sure. 

 The teacher program, which helps teachers use miniatures in classrooms to teach history lessons, is 

another HMGS initiative that seems to be bearing fruit. 

 On that last point, I later gamed with a parent who brought his kid in to game due to this program. So that 

might be two of the 77 new faces at the convention. He expressed amazement that his kid wanted to game with 

toy soldiers instead of videogames, but that was OK with him. 

 

Cold Wars 2020 
 

 Cold Wars 2020 will be held at the Host (now called the Wyndham Host). There was a thought about 

moving to Valley Forge, but the board wanted to see how Fall In 2019 (being held at Valley Forge) goes before 

committing to that venue again. Besides, we've already been through the pain and dislocation of renovation, and 

we're starting to see the end results. Whether the management thanks us for sticking with them by not pricing us 

out of the venue remains to be seen. 

 

New Site? 
 

 Unlike GenCon and Origins, HMGS does not nickel and dime, er, $1 to $10, you to death for every event. 

Our convention needs lots of space, but lacks the table fee generation, although I imagine the 'free' space is tied to 

hotel room occupancy.  

 Valley Forge will have a different lay out than when we were last there, but is sufficient. It also boasts a 

food court with 24-hour Dunkin Donuts, as well as a variety of eateries within a few minutes’ drive.  

 

Historicon 2019 
 

 HMGS is covering the $7.00 per day 

cost of parking it its entirety to convention 

goers. This does NOT include in-and-out 

privileges. You show your badge, it gets 

stamped, and you get a voucher. Those 

staying at the Marriott get one free parking 

voucher per room. Eateries abound within a 

10-minute walk, so you can leave your car in the garage. Historicon 2019 is July 10-14 at Lancaster Downtown 

Convention Center. 

 The Lancaster Convention Center in downtown Lancaster is about 17 minutes away from the Host. 

HMGS will have extra volunteers to help GMs and flea marketeers unload their vehicles at four different areas 

and watch over your stuff. Carts will be available to help haul your minis to your rooms. Secure, locked storage 

rooms will be available for those running multiple games. 

 The two large Distelfink-sized gaming rooms have been renovated with carpeting and other sound-

dampening measures to reduce the noise that plagued Fredericksburg. 

 

Fall In 2019 
 

 The convention director is reconciling various maps into one set for gamers. I am unsure, but it sounded 

like the dealer area and flea market was to be close together instead of at opposite ends of the convention center. 

Or maybe that's just a goal. Stay tuned. Fall In 2019 is November 15-17 at Valley Forge. 

 Room rate is $139, presumably plus the usual excessive taxes, with 105 rooms blocked out at the 

Radisson Hotel (closer to the gaming area) and 45 at the Bally tower (closer to dealer area).  

 By law, a State Police substation is manned at all casinos. I have no idea if it's a high crime area or not, 

but I never had any problems at the previous HMGS shows there. Valet parking is available in addition to the free 

parking.  



 

Bylaws 
 

 HMGS is still working on reconciling bylaws and policies. For example, HMGS would like to tape the 

War College lectures and provide them in the members only area of the website, but that depends on the speaker 

and the legalities.  

 

Newsletter 
 

 HMGS plans to use the blog function of its member-only area of the website instead of a quarterly 

newsletter. Articles will be accepted. Additional plans for posting of content are being explored -- stay tuned.  

 And with that, the meeting closed at about 9pm. Not bad. Only an hour and a half and plenty of time for 

more gaming. 

 

Traveller Ascension 
 

 I took over a spot in Traveller 

Ascension game that was going on. Yes, it's 

named after that Traveller from way, way 

back from GDW days and I lost track of 

how many versions the sci-fi role-playing 

game went through since I last RPGd. Phil, 

who also goes way back with Traveller, ran 

a demo of what looks like a Eurogame with 

an emphasis on building up planetary 

systems so bring them into the Imperium. I 

don’t know anything about the 2014 

Kickstarter that was supposed to be 

delivered in 2015, but the KS page said the 

game finally began shipping in Jan-Feb 

2019. Presumably, this is it. 

 
Original 2014 KS photo. 

 

 At first glance, it looked a little like Twilight Imperium. Up to six players draw and play cards related to 

six categories (Military, Diplomacy, Shadow, Science, Economy, and Movement), each of which had roughly 

eight options. It's a little overwhelming at first, for there seems no shortcuts to learning what these 48 or so 

options do other than by playing the game. 

Card numbers determine which card gets 

played first. Three action cards are placed 

face down, then played alternately, and then 

another three are placed fact down and played 

alternately. It adds some tension to the game. 

 Scout ships and Shadow agents head 

to unexplored planets and draw a card for the 

solar level of development. Some systems 

have nothing, others have lots. Indigenous 

peoples sometimes have higher tech than the 

Imperium. 

 
Phil (right) explains the game while Chris looks on. 

Lots of map bits to fit together. 

 

 Trade routes and treaties are good 

ideas, for they boost your budget, which 



allows you to buy military ships, 

troops, agents, and various 

infrastructure. These cardboard 

markers fill in around the system, 

with small points totals 

underneath, and add victory 

points (double if you can 

diplomatically move the system 

into joining the Imperium). 

 With only two players -- 

Chris and me -- we didn't get into 

laser tag in space, but a separate 

battle board and combat 

sequence allows for more 

aggressive moves. Chris did play 

a card that shut down military 

and shadow actions on two of my 

star systems. I just moved over to 

a different one.  

 
My panel display. Options up top, ship 

and personality cards below. The budget 

card tracks money to pay for it all. 

 

Extra Action Cards 
 

 At first, I 

thought the cards that 

gave you an extra 

action were pretty 

worthless because you 

had to play that action 

card to play another 

action card -- it's a 

wash. However, the 

thought occurred to me 

that the 'extra' action 

allows you to shift 

strategy or grab an 

opportunity at the end 

of the turn when the 

'extra' card gets used.  

 
My three systems (lower left) 

fleshed out and with my (blue 

level 1 and 2) trade 

agreements. The small circles 

are jump points and my four 

ships (Cruiser, Destroyer, and two Scouts) cover three of them. Note Chris’ systems (upper right) are also being built up and he slipped a 

trade (red 1) agreement into one of my yellow sun system. This is the end position of our demo game. 

 

Game Play 
 

 I admit I had no idea what to do, but I played by intuition, figuring that building up my economy was a 

good ploy. I added a destroyer and scout, but when Chris added a cruiser, I quickly added my own cruiser for a 

military stalemate. The ships are different from one another -- random pick of ship cards. 



 Much of the die rolling for success revolves around tech level, so 

when you go for a treaty, you add your base tech level (or the tech level of 

a diplomat) to die modifiers and compare against the target tech level and 

modifiers. Sometimes, I had a 50-50 roll. Other times, it was a 100% 

chance of success. Thankfully, Phil was there to help calculate.  

 We played for about an hour and a half. With just the two of us, the 

galaxy was wide open. With four players, it would get quite a bit smaller. 

We completed about four or five turns, with me eeking out a slight 

advantage 31 VP to Chris' 22 VP, but with plenty of leeway for more 

exploration, building, and perhaps some lasering.  

 Note that you can make treaties and trade routes between any two 

spots, which makes developing them and getting them into the Imperium 

worthwhile in terms of VPs. 

 Those with Eurogame enthusiasm will likely enjoy this. I suspect it 

will be a long game unless a turn limit is set. Since each player goes in turn, 

other players wait. With two players, not so long. With four, longer. With 

six, well, maybe too long. That's my knock against Twilight of the 

Imperium, too. 

 The cards get reshuffled after each turn, so you start to see some of 

the same ones pop into your hand. First timers will have to learn the 

options by doing, and that could take a longer time than the usual 1 or 2 

hours of most light Eurogames.  

 I do like the build yer own solar system aspect, even though it's all 

random pulls from a box. If I recall right, the basic game will be $85 and 

the expansion set $60.  

 

Tiny Epic Galaxies 
 

 Apparently, it was a sci-fi 

Friday night for me. Eric brought 

TEG out and we had a nice little 

five-player game (Eric, Dan, 

Chris, Sean, and me) on Friday 

night, starting about 10:30pm. I 

enjoyed this game last year (see 

my March 2018 AAR) when John 

introduced me to it.  

 
From left: Dan, Chris, Sean, and Eric. 

 

 Each player started with a 

home 'empire' while planets 

(cards) were placed in the middle 

for all to access. Little wooden 

spaceship meeples let you either 

land on the planet and perform the special action listed on the card, or enter orbit and expend a certain number and 

type of points (dice icons) to claim the planet and its victory points. Most VPs over 21 wins. It was as tiny and 

epic as I remembered. 

 Dice offer up a random roll of icons that can be used to fly, conquer, or irritate other players. One key 

mechanic was the 'follow' action, where you expend 'culture' and 'energy' points to duplicate someone else's last 

action. It's a quick and often cheap way to do something you needed more time to complete. The more you 

advance, the more extra ships and dice you pick up to power your engine of empire. 

 Or in my case, not. 

 I never could get my points engine started. While the others rocketed up the food chain, I was stuck at the 

lower tiers. Like life here on Earth, the rich got richer and the mediocre got mediocre-er. An hour and a half later, 



among much merriment, Sean slid in for the win with 22 points, followed by Chris with 20, Dan with 18, Eric 

with 14, and me, Emperor Bumble the First, with 12.  

 I still find it a clever dice-rolling and resource-allocating game. 

 

Saturday: Time for Beer and Shopping 
 

 After a late breakfast at ihop, I 

wandered around a bit looking at some of 

the other games, admiring some terrain, 

and chatting up acquaintances old and 

new.  

 By then it was after 2pm and time 

for the HMGS beer and appetizer soiree in 

the Dealer Hall on the balcony 

overlooking the floor. It was 2:30 when I 

got there to find...no beer. Or tables. Or 

anything.  

 
My blurry photo of Distelfink gaming at 4:47pm 

Saturday afternoon. 

 

 Alas, the HMGS staff, probably 

the convention director, had to light a fire 

under some Host staffer, for shortly 

thereafter beer and appetizers were 

delivered -- to the concession stand on the floor. It's the Host, man, whaddaya expect? 

 Still, the Yuengling on tap was cold, I nabbed a big cookie, and sat down on the stairs to chat with Bill 

about projects and prospects. 

 

ATO’s Operation Ichi-Go cover. 

 

 After a pleasant interlude, I grabbed another cup and went to see a 

man about a horse. Just kidding about the horse. I spent some time with 

Steve Rawlings, who owns Against the Odds magazine. I've been a 

subscriber of this magazine and wargame combo since issue 1, including 

the extra Annual issues. Issue 49 is coming out soon. I had previously 

offered to help him out as I enjoy the magazine, so he took me up on my 

offer and now I'm a developer for the game Operation Ichi-Go in issue 52, 

for some time in 2020.  

 He turned over a thick folder of information, rules, map, counters, 

and so on for the Japanese offensive in China in 1944 meant to clear out 

B-29 bases. It has a two-player game and a solitaire game and I'm looking 

forward to playtesting, working with authors and art director, and seeing it 

through to completion. First up, background reading to get myself up to 

speed on the subject. 

 

Monte Cassino 
 

 While wandering around the Distlefink, I stopped by to watch a WWII attack on Monte Cassino game. I 

recognized Lou and Pat from last year's Sicily (Gela) game and they asked whether I wanted to sit down and take 

up a division as they had room. Sure thing! 

 They used home-grown rules called World At War (the name reminds me of the TV documentary from 

the 1970s). It took me a while to start remembering, but it seemed about the same as last year. They upped their 

terrain game this year and tripled the number of divisions in play. 

 



UK 4th Infantry Division 
 

 They gave me the 4th 

UK Infantry Division aimed 

towards the ruins of a town at 

the base of Monte Cassino. 

 
The WaW Monte Cassino setup. From 

left corner clockwise: Dave, Karl, 

Mark, Lou, Adam, Pat, and Todd. 

Adam and Todd came in via the 

HMGS teacher’s program 

 

If I remember the OOB 

aright, the 4th consisted of 10th 

infantry brigade (6 stands plus 

one leader stand), 12th infantry 

brigade (6 stands plus one 

leader stand), and 28th infantry 

brigade (6 stands plus one 

leader stand), plus the division commander. Attached were 22nd Royal Field Artillery Regt (4 stands), 14th Royal 

AT Regt (2 stands), and 4th Royal Recon Regt (4 stands). That's 32 stands (all 15mm) -- call it a company per 

stand.  

 I came to realize that the Allies had 9 or 10 divisions and only four players. I ended up taking over the 6th 

South African Infantry Division and the 8th Indian Mountain Division. Nothing like commanding a corp of about 

100 stands! 

 

World at War Rules 
 

 What saved me was that each 

division had a narrow front and the rules are 

relatively easy to grasp after a couple turns. 

At this scale, you're not going to get into 

subtleties of different weaponry, but give 

Lou and Pat credit for cranking some 

differences into the rules.  

 
The 4th UK heads for the ruins under Monte Cassino. 

The black pipe cleaners denoted division boundary 

lines. Note that the Germans are all dug-in. The river 

slowed us Allies down. 

 

 Infantry stands fire 3d6 at up to 8 

inches, usually looking for 4+ to hit. If they 

fire at long range (between 8 and 16 inches), 

they lose one die. If the target is in rough 

ground or dug in, they lose another die. So, a 

long range shot is often 1 die per stand. 

Artillery fire 4d6, again losing dice for long 

range and terrain. 

 Each type of stand (infantry, artillery, support, light tanks, medium tanks, heavy tanks, etc.) takes a 

certain number of hits to destroy. If they survive the whirlwind of enemy fire, each stand hit can try a d6 rally roll 

to take off a hit -- My 4th UK and 6th SA needed 4+ while the elite 8th Indian Mountain needed 3+.  

 The kicker for this game is that the German army, call it about 6 or 7 divisions, were double dug in (rough 

ground AND fortifications, I suppose), so they subtracted two dice instead of one from firing units. That made 

them even tougher to eliminate. 



 

Terrain 
 

 All terrain was rough. To get 

to Monte Cassino (call it the third 

level of elevation), the Allies needed 

to climb the first level of hills and the 

second level of mountains. Thus, the 

ruins in front of 4th UK did not unlock 

the path to MC, but the hills in front of 

8th Indian did. My 6th South Africans 

were nothing more than flank guards 

for the 4th, which was a flank guard 

for the 8th. 

 Two other allied divisions 

stretched to the left of 6th SA. At least 

four, possibly five, Allied divisions 

stretched to the right of my 8th Indian.  

 Hey, quite impressive. 

 Of particular annoyance was 

the river. Allied units could cross, but 

had to stop upon reaching the river, 

move across the river the next turn, 

and then on the third turn move full 

away from the river. That caused 

clumping and a nice target for German 

artillery bombardments. I did have an 

intact bridge to my front, but could 

only move so many across it before 

clumping happened. 

 
Umpire Lou (left) checks the scenario as 

German commander Karl prepares a hot 

reception for me. 

 

Off-Board Arty and Airstrikes 
 

 One more scenario special -- 

the Allies rolled from 1 to 3 artillery 

bombardments (a six-inch by six-inch 

template) to wrack up the German 

losses and from one to six airstrikes (same size template) -- although the German AA could drive them off (and 

often did). Alas, I heard more "1" artillery bombardments and more "1" and "2" and "3" airstrikes than any other 

numbers. The Germans got their own off-board artillery, but no air. They often had the same number of 

bombardments as we did. That didn't bode well for the Allies. 

 

The Attack 
 

 My three divisions advanced to the river, halted, got pummeled a bit, and then continued the advance. The 

6th SA vacuumed up the hits, protecting 4th UK, and managed to get at least one company across the river. Even 

then, it needed miraculous d6 rolls of 6 to pass morale tests to stay in the field. In the end, two infantry brigades 

vaporized and the third fled with 66% losses. The recon and AT were long gone, leaving only the Artillery and 

the division commander. Once again, a 6 on a division morale roll preserved the artillery so it could take pot 

shots. 



 The 4th UK fought its way into the 

ruins of the town, capturing it with gusto. 

Alas, I miscalculated on the dug-in STuG 

regiment next to the ruins when I close 

assaulted. Infantry get suppressed with two 

hits (and get wiped out in close assault), 

but medium tanks get suppressed with 

three hits. That's one of the difference built 

into the rules.  

 Alas, I had only placed two hits on 

each company. When it came time to close 

assault, we each had a d6, but I die 

modified out with a -1. I lost two of three 

stands and fell back. 

 
The 4th UK Infantry Division (left) pushes Humbers 

across the RR bridge to the edge of the ruined town 

as the infantry stalls at the river line. The 8th Indian 

Mountain Division center starts to cross the river as 

the Germans wait on the first-level hill. Monte 

Cassino is upper left. The tank division took the 

brunt of defensive fire, but when that was gone, my 

infantry took the hits. Red pipe cleaners indicate hits. 

 

 The 8th Indian crossed the 

river and started up the hills. 

Support from artillery 

bombardments and airstrikes 

(finally -- Allied command mostly 

concentrated on other German 

divisions on an adjacent mountain 

before switching targets to help my 

corps) helped the Indians clear the 

hills and start firing on the (second-

step) mountain.  

 The Germans, no slouches 

here, having bombarded a tank 

division into oblivion, shifted their 

artillery onto the 8th Indian. Half 

the division sprouted measles (red 

pipe cleaners indicate hits). The 

other half churned forward onto the 

hill. 

 
Umpire Lou adjudicates a close assault on 

the Allies’ right flank as German defender 

Mark watches his forces get whittled down.  

 

Other Parts of the Front 
 

 I admit that 100 stands 

absorbed my attention, so I know 

little of the battles to my left and far right. The two Allied divisions to my left peppered the Germans with 

artillery fire, but proved admirably cautious in advancing. Helpful bombardments cleared out tough German 

Panzer IV and Panzer V regiments, but enemy infantry and artillery remained intact. 

 On the right, I don't recall seeing many Germans left alive on the mountains. Concentrated off-board arty 

and airstrikes, plus on-board artillery, cleared most of the mountains. The 'Nebelwerfer' mountain -- in a direct 



line to Monte Cassino -- 

remained mostly intact, but their 

turn was coming. The 

aforementioned Allied tank 

division had been blown to 

pieces and I believe one other 

Allied division on the right also 

fled the scene. 

 
Well, we cleared the first-level hill and 

ruins except for the German division 

commander in his kubelwagen, which 

soon departed for friendlier heights.The 

second-level mountains beckoned at 

game’s end.  

 

End Game 
 

 We battled in six turns 

from 5pm to 8pm. I'll call it a 

minor German victory. We failed 

to capture Monte Cassino, but 

we gave just as good as we got in terms of casualties. 

 World at War is a clever little dice-a-rama and you rivet counters out there embracing skirmish-level 

detail will need a Jimmy Buffet-style attitude adjustment, but when you have so many stands, you need lots of hits 

to remove them in a reasonable time. Best part: we all had a blast. Lou and Pat ran an entertaining game and the 

smiles and laughter while slaughtering your foe made gaming enjoyable. Another great job! 

 

Open Saturday Night Gaming 
 

Vietnam 
 

 After a quick sandwich for dinner, I headed into the Lampeter and 

found John with a Vietnam game set up. He adapted the Axis & Allies 

miniature game (NOT the boardgame -- another animal altogether) for US 

versus Vietcong. 

 
John hosted a quick little Vietnam game adapted from A&A and played on a hex map. 
 

 We played a basic game. In A&A, you roll a specified number of 

d6s per unit, usually 6d6 for a US Marine squad, looking for 4+ for hits. 

When you equal a number on the target (usually 4), the target gets pinned 

and additional hits will eliminate it. Note that each squad roll is treated separately -- no combining dice from 

multiple squads. 

 In our meeting engagement played on hexes, I hugged cover and fired away at VC, as did John. John 

outrolled me. He outrolled me on 6d6 when I had 8d6. I thought 

I was in cover, but apparently, it was tissue paper. He cleaned 

my clock, captured the objective, and sent the Marines packing. 

 

DiceMasters 
 

 We had a four-player team game with John (left) and 

Dan against me and Dennis (right). It plays quicker than the 

round and round style game.  

Dennis and I jumped out to a lead, but Dan's long game 

of accumulating skeletons plus timely intervention by John's 



minions paid off and they took a 20 to 14 victory. 

 
Toranaga want sushi! 
 

Party On, Toranaga-san! 
 

 Sushi Go Party is a simple party game with cards 

representing various types of cartoon sushi. You get 10 cards in 

your hand, play one face down, reveal it, and pass the 9 cards to 

your opponent. Then you play one face down, reveal it, and pass 

the 8 cards to your opponent. Rinse and repeat until no cards are 

left in your hands. Tally VPs at the end of a round. Three rounds 

and most VPs win. 

 
John (left) and Dan watch my sushi empire grow. 

 

 Each card has a certain number of victory points, usually 1 

to 3 VPs, and some types require multiple cards before you can 

pick up the points. The desert cards stick around until the end of the 

third round and each four-card set generates 12 points. 

 It plays quick enough with two players. John and I played 

two rounds when Dan stopped by, so we stopped the game and 

started a three-player game. It's a little tougher to card count with 

three players, although there's more bluff to picking up the two-

card and three-card sets. 

 After a half hour, the final card flipped over. 

John was comfortably in front of me and I squeaked 

by Dan. Mildly amusing and innocuous. 

 

All Hail King Domino! 
 

 KingDomino seemed to be a variation of 

Carcassone in which you build a kingdom of terrain 

dominos with crowns times linked types of terrain 

squares providing the VPs. Thus, five adjacent sand 

squares and two crowns would generate 10 VPs, but 

five adjacent sand squares and three crowns would 

generate 15 VPs. 

 
The start of kingdom building. 

 

 You start with a castle and draw tiles to build a 5x5 square kingdom. 

Each domino has two terrain squares, often different, but sometimes the same 

terrain. At least one half of the domino you choose must have terrain that 

matches already existing terrain (except the first tile). Sometime, you can't pick 

a tile that matches and lose your turn.  

 Like in Carcassone, better players will domino count. I had no idea, but 

it was entertaining to try and create a kingdom with matching ties and 

handkerchiefs, er, tiles and crowns. Dan and I both missed a tile due to 

unmatching terrain squares. John squeaked out a victory with precision 

selection. Entertaining, especially with a Van Morrison song in your head. 

 
Partway through the game. Dan’s kingdom up top and mine below. 

 

 



Sunday Flea Market 
 

 After a little Sunday morning flea 

market action (tables are free on Sundays), 

we headed home.  

 
Distelfink at 5:30pm Friday. Yes, I know the photo’s 

out of order.  

 

 Give the Cold Wars Convention 

Director Heather, staff, and volunteers a 

hearty round of applause for often 

thankless work. Sure, there are bound to 

be problems -- one complaint was that two 

games that were supposed to start at noon 

and 5pm were BOTH listed at 10am. I can't recall if he said they were listed at the same table or not. Another said 

a revision to his original listing was not picked up. I'm sure there's more, but I'm also sure it's a tiny, tiny 

percentage of the whole.  

 From my perspective, I saw lots of gamers crowding around lots of tables rolling lots of dice. I saw a 

packed Dealers' Hall and Flea Market area. I heard a few curses about cubes of fate, mostly in the tournament 

area, but I heard far, far more laughter throughout the Host. 

 

Cold Wars 2020 at the Host 
 

 As I noted before, Cold Wars 2020 will return to the Host (now called Wyndham Host). Winston 

Churchill's tagline came to mind upon entering the revamped lobby: It's not the beginning of the end, but it is the 

end of the beginning.  

 The entry portal is still under construction, as are the courtyard, dealer hall 'patio,' Lampeter, and a 

considerable number of hallways and public areas. The lobby, bar, Distlefink, pool, and restaurant (but not the 

kitchen, I believe) looked complete. I 

had a revamped room up to modern 

standards. 

 Of course, it would not be 

'our' Host without the proverbial 

friction. My Thursday early afternoon 

check-in suffered some sort of 

problem, or as Dan noted, "No line, 

plenty of waiting." Later, the staff 

handed out numbers to those waiting 

in line. A guy up the ladder with a 

handful of wires may have been the 

culprit or may be fixing the problem. 

Dunno. 

 
Dan (center) asking a question before a Chain 

of Command game. 

 

Water, Water, Every...Uh, 

Nowhere 
 

 That evening, there was a water problem, so they shut off the water to at least my hallway of rooms. Half 

hour they said. No biggee. I went off to game, but my water was still off around midnight. Five minutes, the front 

desk said. Uh-huh.  

 Give them credit. In five minutes the 'engineer' knocked on the door and voila! Running water. Why no 

post-repair water at midnight? They hadn't opened up all the valves... 



 Whew! At least I wouldn't have to take a bath using the indoor pool... 

 Then, on Friday, the keycards wouldn't let us in the rooms. Back to the front desk for a re-zapping of the 

card. Hey, it's the Host. 

 

Foodies Need Not Apply 
 

 Breakfast was its usual mediocrity -- except the bacon. I think they do great bacon, although that bitter 

swill they call coffee should be labeled a crime against humanity. At least the ihop down the street offered greater 

variety and acceptable coffee.  

 A Starbucks landed in the lobby, but since I find its coffee bitter, that's no help for me. Where's Dunkin 

Donuts where you need it? I know, I know. Valley Forge. What can you do? The world seems divided between 

Starbucks and Dunkin Donuts coffee types. Yes, I learned to bring my own coffee maker.  

 My $6 Host hamburger on Friday night was sterno-heated and a far cry from a Red Robin burger. Man, I 

miss the pig roast. On Saturday night, I bought a $5 ham and cheese sub sandwich, which wasn't bad. It's not a 

great deli sandwich, but is on par with a Subways or Blimpies chain item. It was also quick and just the thing at 

8pm. 

 

Sunday Suggestion 
 

 If I was going to make one suggestion, I would suggest holding the Sunday Flea Market in the Lampeter 

Room -- it was completely empty except for two gamers who started a game at 10:30am, so there's plenty of 

room. Far better lighting, closer to parking lot, no stairs.  

Maybe next year...I certainly plan to be back to check. And maybe I’ll find time to attend some of the 

War College lectures and Hobby University Game Design seminars. So much to do, so little time… 

Great job, all! 

 

NEWS: Snappy Nappy Campaign in a Day – 1814 Campaign 
 

 If you are in the Hartford area on Sunday, April 28, 2019, the local game club will be hosting a multi-

table, multi-player Napoleonic 1814 Campaign in a Day at The Portal (Hilliard St, Manchester, CT) from 

10:30am to 5pm. No cost. Free parking. Rules taught. Everything provided.  

 

 


